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Abstract

Background: Accurate and timely detection of public health events of international
concern is necessary to help support risk assessment and response and save lives.
Novel event-based methods that use the World Wide Web as a signal source offer
potential to extend health surveillance into areas where traditional indicator networks
are lacking. In this paper we address the issue of systematically evaluating online
health news to support automatic alerting using daily disease-country counts text
mined from real world data using BioCaster. For 18 data sets produced by BioCaster,
we compare 5 aberration detection algorithms (EARS C2, C3, W2, F-statistic and
EWMA) for performance against expert moderated ProMED-mail postings.

Results: We report sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative
predictive value (NPV), mean alerts/100 days and F1, at 95% confidence interval (CI)
for 287 ProMED-mail postings on 18 outbreaks across 14 countries over a 366 day
period. Results indicate that W2 had the best F1 with a slight benefit for day of week
effect over C2. In drill down analysis we indicate issues arising from the granular
choice of country-level modeling, sudden drops in reporting due to day of week
effects and reporting bias. Automatic alerting has been implemented in BioCaster
available from http://born.nii.ac.jp.

Conclusions: Online health news alerts have the potential to enhance manual
analytical methods by increasing throughput, timeliness and detection rates.
Systematic evaluation of health news aberrations is necessary to push forward our
understanding of the complex relationship between news report volumes and case
numbers and to select the best performing features and algorithms.

Background
Recent public health emergencies of international concern (PHEICs), such as the

ongoing A(H1N1) influenza pandemic, have highlighted the necessity for early warning

systems that can detect events before they spread internationally. Strengthening health

surveillance capacity is mandated by the revised International Health Regulations

(IHR) [1] but efforts vary greatly from country to country according to resource avail-

ability and local priorities. For regions with weak indicator-based systems, event-based

warning systems [2] using open media sources are increasingly seen as a viable and

cost-effective alternative to strengthen global readiness. Where capacity already exists,

indicator networks might also benefit from event-based data as a complementary

source, e.g. in cutting down on manual reporting delays.

In the last decade a small but growing number of global health intelligence systems

(GHISs) have exploited natural language technologies such as information retrieval,

text classification and text mining, e.g. [3-8]. Whilst human expertise and judgement
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remain crucial, machine analysis is required to leverage the vast quantities of reports

that require processing in real time each day. Upstream this can mean separating news

into outbreak and non-outbreak classes. At the downstream end, it can involve making

preliminary decisions on alerting in order to draw the expert’s attention to reports that

require detailed risk assessment. Free text analysis on hospital records such as chief

complaint reports [9] has been previously used to support alerting, but to the best of

our knowledge no detailed qualitative studies have been conducted to evaluate auto-

matic health alerting with media sources. This study seeks to address this crucial gap

[10] both from an end user perspective and to contribute toward the selection of out-

break detection algorithms. In such a complex task, we also look beneath aggregated

accuracy statistics and examine in depth some of the challenge areas for text

understanding.

Automatically detecting early signs of the unusual in news data requires the combi-

nation of sophisticated text mining to convert text to a structured event representation

and aberration detection algorithms to discover whether the feature counts are excep-

tionally high. The minimum necessary requirement is to have the disease and country

names properly identified. Operational systems such as BioCaster [4,11], which we use

here as a test bed, also provide more sophisticated conceptual analysis. Examples

include the spread of an outbreak over international borders, the infection of hospital

workers or an accidental/deliberate release. Other similar freely available automatic

systems include EpiSpider [3], HealthMap [5] and MedISys [7].

As with other aberration detection tasks, we need to be able to understand each

event signal in a geotemporal context. Underlying seasonal factors, local and global

trends as well as reporting bias are all factors in ‘muddying the waters’. There is also a

cultural and political dimension that cannot be ignored particularly when we consider

distal indicators: the decision to close a school or a hospital ward for example may be

standard procedure in one country but may signal infrastructure stress in another [12].

In this study we will focus only on the outbreak relationship automatically identified

between disease and country. These by themselves are often surprisingly challenging to

disambiguate. A single news report may contain country names for not only the loca-

tion of the outbreak but also for the news organization’s country, the responder’s

country, historical outbreak countries and those unrelated countries found in the head-

lines of linked reports. Disease names also provide their share of ambiguity with var-

ious forms that require normalization, for example: swine flu, A(H1N1) influenza,

H1N1 porcine influenza, Mexican influenza and pig flu should all be normalized to the

root term A(H1N1) influenza.

Despite a growing volume of literature, existing evaluations of GHISs (e.g. see [13]

for a comparison) have up to now been fragmented and focused largely on component

tasks such as text classification or on characteristics such as alerts per day, user

accesses or system throughput. For example, Freifeld et al. [5] report automated

topic classification accuracy of 84% overall on Google News and ProMED-mail alerts;

Steinberger et al. [7] showed 88% PPV for alerting relevancy using a stratified approach

to news volume variations. Mawudeku and Blench [14] report that between July 1998

and August 2001 56% of WHO verified outbreaks were initially found by the Global Pub-

lic Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN) system; Doan et al. [15] report a study using

a supervised machine learning for text classification with 93.5% accuracy; and Kawazoe
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et al. [16] highlight the ongoing challenge to classify ambiguous biomedical names by

reporting F1 scores for term recognition. Whilst such evaluations provide valuable

insights for system developers, they are not easy to compare, do not provide an obvious

path for systematic improvement or fully characterize the nature of the early detection

task. For these reasons we have chosen to focus here on alerting accuracy and an openly

available ‘gold standard’.

As an approximate gold standard benchmark we perform a side by side analysis

against the curated postings from ProMED-mail [17], a human network of expert

volunteers operating 24/7 as an official program of the International Society for Infec-

tious Diseases. ProMED-mail volunteers monitor global media reports and other

sources to provide Internet-based reports on biological and chemical hazards that

affect humans, animals and plants. Each report undergoes a staged reviewing proce-

dure by specialist moderators before it is either rejected or appears on the subscriber

mailing list and Web site. Using ProMED-mail reports as a benchmark has several

advantages: (a) they are openly and freely available and can serve as common evalua-

tion criteria, (b) ProMED-mail has a high level of global coverage on most infectious

diseases that public health agencies are interested in detecting, (c) the monitoring

objectives of GHIS users seem to be broadly the same as those of ProMED-mail, indi-

cated by the fact that the reports are widely used by the same community of end users

and by health intelligence systems currently in use, and (d) the timeliness of reporting

by Pro-MED-mail has been observed in many cases to be better than WHO outbreak

verification reports [18].

Aberration detection algorithms are designed to look for dramatic upward changing

patterns over time. From many possible choices we selected five widely used time ser-

ies analysis methods that did not require long runs of baseline data: the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Rapid Assessment Surveillance System (EARS)

C2-Medium and C3-Ultra [19], the W2 variation [20] allowing for weekday/weekend

trends, the moving F-statistic [21] and the exponential weighted moving average

(EWMA) [22]. In the experiments we report on all these methods using a sliding 7 day

baseline on a univariate measure of the document frequency counts on the topic of a

specific disease in a specific country location. The results highlight the contribution

online health news reports can make for system developers, methodologists and public

health users.

Methods
Text mining system

BioCaster [4], an operational system since 2006, is a fully automated text mining sys-

tem for monitoring global online media. The system’s coverage is over 1700 Really

Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds including sources from Google News, World Health

Organization (WHO) outbreak reports, ProMED-mail, the European Media Monitor

and other local and national news providers. The list of RSS news feeds is typically

checked on a 60 minute cycle although this can be shortened as required.

The study period for the evaluation was chosen as the 366 days from 17th June 2008

to 17th June 2009. In order to generalize our conclusions, we tested five alerting algo-

rithms across a diverse range of 14 countries and 11 infectious disease types. We used

both commonly occurring seasonal diseases such as dengue and yellow fever as well as
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more sporadic diseases such as anthrax, plague and the novel A(H1N1)/A(H5N1) influ-

enza types. There was no specific effort made at this stage to model parameters for

diseases such as incubation periods or transmission rates.

As shown in Figure 1, the system adopts a high throughput pipeline approach, starting

with computationally inexpensive tasks for filtering out the majority of news outside its

case definition. This aims to minimize the time delay between download and notification

to users.

At the beginning of the pipeline, raw news articles are downloaded and cleaned to

remove noise such as metadata or links to other stories. The first stage of semantic

understanding was to classify texts into relevant or non-relevant based on a case defi-

nition. Case definition guidelines were adapted from the WHO International Health

Regulations (IHR) 2007 [1] annex 2 decision instrument. The IHR are a method for

countries to assess whether to notify public health emergencies to WHO. These guide-

lines were used in our previously reported studies to hand tag a corpus of 1000 news

documents [15] which were then used to train a naive Bayes classifier. F-scores for

topic classification were reported in [23] as 0.93.

For relevant documents we automatically annotated entities of interest for 18 con-

cept types based on the BioCaster ontology [11] including diseases, viruses, bacteria,

people, locations, symptoms and organizations.

Entity recognition, grounding and event extraction are performed by a specially

developed parser called Simple Rule Language (SRL) based on regular expressions

manually defined over semantically defined entity classes. Disease-country relations for

Figure 1 High performance text mining pipeline used for semantic processing of documents in
BioCaster.
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events of interest are of particular importance for this study but several other domain-

based conceptual relations are also tagged.

An example of an SRL named entity rule is given below which would tag phrases

such as viral hemorrhagic outbreak and viral encephalitis outbreak as entities of type

DISEASE.

Ex 1. :- name(disease) { “viral” words(,1) “outbreak” }

More elegant and powerful rules can be made by employing word list sets:

Ex 2. :- name(disease) { list(%virus) “infection” }

which would tag any phrase in the word list set ‘virus’ followed by the literal ‘infec-

tion’ as an entity of type DISEASE. Other regular expression operators include skip

words, orthographic matching, begins word and ends word. The following is an exam-

ple of a template rule for identifying the main country in the outbreak event.

Ex 3. country(L) :- “situation” words(0,2) name(location, L) { list(@country) }

The body of the rule on the right hand side of the ‘:-’ requires a match of a literal

‘situation’, followed by skipping up to 2 words, followed by a named entity of type

‘location’ containing a string in the ‘country’ word list. When the body of the rule

matches the head expression, ‘country(L)’ is output where the variable L has been

bound to the matched location entity in the body.

SRL rules have the advantage that they can be updated on-the-fly, e.g. when ‘swine

influenza’ was officially re-designated as ‘influenza A(H1N1)’ without the need for

retraining as in corpus-based approaches. They are also easily adapted to many lan-

guages and we have developed rule sets for diverse languages including Japanese, Thai,

French and Vietnamese. SRL is freely available as a Google Code project [24] along

with an introductory handbook and video.

The SRL rulebook for English was developed by hand based on a development cor-

pus of over 1000 news articles drawn from a variety of international sources as well as

a corpus of 5000 ProMED-mail reports published between December 1999 and July

2004. There was no overlap between the events in the development corpus and the

evaluation corpus (see below). The English SRL rulebook used in this study contains

approximately 110 rules, 12 major word list sets with 870 terms and over 2800 tem-

plate rules.

SRL rules are used for entity grounding and event extraction. In grounding, disease

and pathogen names are mapped to their root terms, i.e. the indexical terms in the

BioCaster ontology. For example, the abbreviation ‘WNV’ becomes the root term

‘West Nile Virus’ using term equivalence relations encoded in the ontology. Multilin-

gual equivalence relations in the ontology also allow us potentially to match events

across languages.

Using SRL, it was straightforward to model simple inferred relationships. For exam-

ple, country names are determined based not only on explicitly mentioned locations

but also inferred from country adjectives (e.g. ‘British officials’ implies ‘United King-

dom’), province mentions (e.g. ‘Bagmati’ implies ‘Nepal’), major city mentions (e.g.

‘Kisumu’ implies ‘Kenya’) or organization names (e.g. ‘HPA’ implies ‘United Kingdom’).

An example of an inferred relation for diseases is the bacterium ‘Legionella pneumo-

phila’ causing ‘Legionnaires’ disease. In a news article with several grounded mentions

of countries and diseases the choice of country is based on a heuristic context holding

assumption, i.e. that whenever the country, disease or outbreak time changes then a
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new event is considered as being reported. We based our anomaly detection system on

aggregated daily event counts.

Events are minimally required to identify the disease, country and time period (his-

torical, recent past, present or hypothetical). The first event frame was chosen for each

document, aiming to correspond to the main topic of the news report. To reduce dou-

ble counting of duplicate reports, the document’s URL (Universal Resource Locator)

and the first 20 characters of its title are used. Since we aim for fully automatic alerts

no manual verification of either news reports or country-disease relations was done.

Gold standard data

As noted in the Background, we chose to base our gold standard on the reports from

ProMED-mail, a freely available service provided through a network of experts. With

its use of expert moderators, global coverage of infectious diseases and a staged review

methodology we considered this to be a reasonably objective measure of alerting per-

formance. The ProMED-mail archives were searched for documents containing the

country and disease terms in the body or the title of the message and then each report

was checked by hand by the author against the case definition. Reports that mentioned

either suspected or confirmed cases were included. International travel events were

recorded as being positive for both their source and target countries, e.g. a report of a

case of a new type influenza traveling from Mexico to Canada would be considered

positive for both Mexico and Canada. We regarded each ProMED-mail report collected

in this way as an alert that something unusual might be happening.

Not all ProMED-mail postings were included in the gold standard. Filtering by hand

removed a number of reports that fell outside of our case definition such as (a) aggre-

gated summary reports at the country level that did not seem to arise from specifically

mentioned events, (b) reports that primarily discussed the epidemiological or genetic

characteristics of a disease agent, (c) reports that requested information, (d) reports

that discussed non-outbreak events arising from an outbreak more than 3 months pre-

viously, (e) reports that primarily discussed control measures. The final collection of

18 test outbreaks is summarized in Table 1. In the same way, 5 additional data sets

were collected as training data to calculate alerting thresholds for the detection models.

These were: Chikungunya in India (11 ProMED-mail postings), Anthrax in Russia (10),

Influenza in Mexico (20), Plague in USA (9) and Chikungunya in Malaysia (15).

Selection of the 18 test data sets was done in order to maximize geographic represen-

tation and the variety of diseases with the exception of influenza which continues to be

of particular significance during the ongoing A(H1N1)/A(H5N1) outbreaks. We

included one outbreak of an animal disease (Ebola Reston in the Philippines - data set 9)

because of its potential zoonotic interest. Although Ebola Reston virus is not known to

cause serious illness in humans its transmission, virulence and other epidemiological

facts were poorly understood. We also introduced a negative outbreak (Yellow fever in

Senegal - data set 16) to see how our test bed system and alerting algorithms would han-

dle this. A further outbreak, Anthrax in the USA (data set 7), was also in fact negative

but considered positive by the gold standard; ProMED-mail reports commented on the

2001 historical white powder scare outbreaks and new evidence concerning the person

responsible. Despite the absence of victims within the time frame of interest we chose to

consider this as a positive outbreak for alerting purposes due to its public health interest.
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In the absence of ground truth data, our goal in these experiments is to test our sys-

tem’s ability to make a first identification of an outbreak topic from open media

sources compared to ProMED-mail outbreak reports. Topics needed to define a speci-

fic event with a named disease, country and time. Several simplifying assumptions

were adopted: (a) any system alert on the same topic 7 days prior to a ProMED-mail

report was considered as a true alarm, (b) any system alert outside of this time frame

was considered as a false alarm, and (c) ProMED-mail alerts were not required to be

topically independent.

Detection methods

The algorithms we use here are well documented in the disease aberration literature

e.g. [19-22,25-28]. All aim to detect short term aberrations in the time series when

news volume reporting for a country-disease relation is higher than expected. News

document counts were sampled for each country-disease pair at regular intervals of

time t which was set to a single day. Test statistic values were then calculated indepen-

dently for each data set and compared against threshold values to decide on whether

an unusual movement had taken place. Threshold values and other model parameters

were optimized manually for each algorithm on the five training data sets in order to

maximize F1. If the threshold was exceeded, a binary alert was issued.

Below we provide details of the five algorithms used in the study.

(1) The test statistic for the Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) C2 algorithm

[19] is calculated using a 7 day sliding window baseline with a 2 day guard on the tar-

get day t being assessed. The target value was calculated as:

S C kt t t t t= − +max( ,( ( )) / )0   

Table 1 Summary of the 18 data sets used in the study

Condition Country Official language Internet penetration (%) ProMED postings(A)

1 Hand Foot Mouth PR China zh 22.4 9

2 Ebola Congo fr 1.8 17

3 Yellow Fever Brazil pt 34.4 28

4 Influenza USA en 73.2 21

5 Cholera Iraq ar 1.0 5

6 Chikungunya Singapore en 67.4 8

7 Anthrax USA en 73.2 15

8 Yellow Fever Argentina es 49.4 5

9 Ebola Reston Philippines tl, en 21.5 15

10 Influenza Egypt ar 12.9 49

11 Plague USA en 73.2 8

12 Dengue Fever Brazil pt 34.4 27

13 Dengue Fever Indonesia id 10.5 14

14 Measles United Kingdom en 71.8 13

15 Chikungunya Malaysia ms 62.8 15

16 Yellow Fever Senegal fr 6.1 0

17 Influenza Indonesia id 10.5 35

18 Influenza Bangladesh bn 0.3 3

Official language is given in ISO 3166-1 alpha 2; Internet penetration statistics are from Internet World Statistics March
31st 2009. (A)’ProMED postings’ shows the total number of true positives for each outbreak data set over the test study
period.
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where Ct is the count on the target day, k is a constant, set in our simulations to 1,

and μt and st are the mean and standard deviation of the counts during a series of

past time instants which we refer to as the baseline window. St captures the number

(k) of standard deviations that the count exceeds the baseline mean, defaulting to 0 if

it does not exceed the baseline mean.

(2) C3 [19] is based on a modified version of the Cumulative Summation (CUSUM)

algorithm [27]. Unlike other CUSUM algorithms, C3 uses only the two previous obser-

vations and is calculated in a similar manner to C2 except that it is the sum of St +

St-1 + St-2. St-1 and St-2 are added if the counts on those days do not exceed the threshold

of 3 standard deviations plus the mean on those days. C3 is designed to extend the

sensitivity of C2 and will generate an alert at least as often as C2.

(3) W2 is a stratified version of C2 which takes into account the possibility of day of

week effects on the data source. This simplified approach buckets days into weekday

and weekend, counting only the last 7 weekdays within the baseline window. Alerting

however can occur on both weekdays and weekend days.

(4) The F-statistic [21] is calculated as:

St t
s

b= +  2

where st
2 approximates the variance during the testing window and sb

2 approxi-

mates the variance during the baseline window. Both are calculated as follows:
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(5) Finally, EWMA [22] provides for less weight to be given to days that are further

from the test day. The smoothed counts are calculated as follows:

Y C

Y C Yt t t

1 1

11

=
= + − − ( )

where 0<l<1 controls the amount of smoothing, i.e. the sensitivity to smaller or lar-

ger deviations. In our simulations, we found that the optimal level of l was 0.2. Then

the test statistic is calculated as:

S Yt t t t= − −( ) / [ *( / ( )) ]/   2 1 2

where μt and st are the mean and standard deviation for the baseline window.

The moving window for the time series is illustrated in Figure 2 using document fre-

quency counts from BioCaster for the topic pair A(H1N1) influenza and United States.

All methods used a history window of length 7 and all methods were preceded by a

purge on the data to remove single frequency counts which we had observed contained

a large number of anomalies (see Discussion). No upper threshold was set on fre-

quency counts. Alerts were generated if the algorithm test statistic exceeded a thresh-

old, which was determined experimentally to find the optimal level for each model
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across all 5 training data sets and set at 0.3 (C3), 0.2 (C2), 0.2 (W2), 0.6 (F-statistic),

and 2.0 (EWMA). We found that tuning the thresholds and other parameters has a

significant effect on performance.

Due to data sparseness we were in constant danger with standard deviation of divi-

sion by zero so we implemented a minimum value for all models, finding an optimal

level of F1 at a standard deviation value of 0.2. The minimum standard deviation inter-

acts with the minimum frequency purge. For example with the threshold optimized

and a zero count background for all 7 days, an alert is generated for C2 when the cur-

rent daily count is 3 or more.

Evaluation metrics

Our purpose in this evaluation was to obtain system alerts on or before the date of gold

standard alerts. The period for a qualifying system alert on a country-disease topic was

set as being 7 days prior to and including a qualifying ProMED-mail posting on the

same topic (i.e. excluding postings that fell outside of the case definition which we dis-

cussed earlier). True positives were increased by 1 if there was any system alert that fell

within the 7 day period. Multiple system alerts during this period did not count twice.

False positives were increased by 1 for every system alert that fell outside of a 7 day qua-

lifying alert period. False negatives were counted as the number of qualifying alert peri-

ods when there were no system alerts. True negatives were counted as the number of

days outside of any qualifying alerting period when no system alert was given.

Evaluation metrics are then defined in the usual way as:

Sensitivity TP TP FN

Specificity TN TN FP

Positive Predi

= +
= +

/ ( )

/ ( )

cctive Value (PPV) TP TP FP

Negative Predictive Value (NP

= +/ ( )

VV) TN TN FN= +/ ( )

Figure 2 Basic approach to anomaly detection. The basic approach to anomaly detection uses a 7 day
test period (days -3 to -9) as background data, days -1 to -2 as a buffer period and day 0 ‘test day’ as the
test period. Data shown are the raw daily A(H1N1) document frequencies found by BioCaster for United
States. ProMED-mail alerts are shown by vertical grey lines.
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We also calculate the F1 score [29] which is the harmonic mean of sensitivity and

PPV as:

F PPV Sensitivity PPV Sensitivity1 2= +*( * ) / ( )

Results
Aggregated accuracy

Aggregated performance for each detection method across all the 18 data sets is shown

in Table 2. Combining results in this way helps to smooth out the differences in the

alerting volume and onset type of outbreaks (spike or gradual slope) that we observe

in individual data sets. The performance shown is the best that each model could

achieve when its thresholds and other parameters were optimized for F1 [29], i.e. a

single measure combining the mean of sensitivity and PPV that is commonly used in

the text mining community. F1 can be interpreted as giving equal weight to the prob-

ability that a true alert will be found and the probability that a system alert will be a

true alert. When considered from this perspective we find that W2 performs best in

terms of F1 (0.63). This result is led by the strong PPV which shows that W2 would

generate the fewest number of false alarms - important when the cost of further inves-

tigation is potentially very high.

We notice also an indication of a day of week effect in the F1 results between C2

(0.629) and W2 (0.633) which uses a stratified approach based on weekend and week-

day counts. This in turn is supported by analysing mean news volumes aggregated

across all 18 data sets. The mean number of documents detected by the text mining

system per day on each of the country-disease topics was 1.37 for weekdays (n = 6454)

and 0.49 for Saturdays and Sundays (n = 928). This clearly indicates a bias in the news

for weekdays.

Further analysis of the aggregated alerts from all models and of the aggregated post-

ings from ProMED-mail shown in Figure 3 reveals a more complex situation than we

had at first imagined. Posting counts for ProMED-mail on dengue topics indicated a

strong bias towards reporting on Monday or Tuesday (left side graph) whereas dengue

news volumes do not (data not shown). When the dengue data sets are excluded (right

side graph) the alerting curves for the 5 models and ProMED-mail postings fall into

broad agreement. Alerts tend to peak on Thursday, falling off greatly from Saturday

through Monday.

Table 2 Aggregated evaluation metrics across the 18 data sets

C3 C2 W2 F-Statistic EWMA

Sensitivity 0.78 0.73 0.72 0.80 0.73

(0.74-0.82) (0.68-0.78) (0.67-0.77) (0.77-0.83) (0.68-0.78)

Specificity 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.95

(0.94-0.95) (0.96-0.97) (0.97-0.97) (0.90-0.91) (0.94-0.96)

PPV 0.49 0.55 0.56 0.45 0.47

(0.44-0.53) (0.50-0.60) (0.51-0.61) (0.42-0.48) (0.43-0.52)

NPV 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98

(0.98-0.99) (0.98-0.99) (0.98-0.99) (0.98-0.98) (0.98-0.99)

Alarms/100 days(A) 7.65 5.98 5.57 13.77 7.85

F1 0.60 0.63 0.63 0.58 0.58
(A) This compares to a mean of 4.36 alerts per 100 days for ProMED-mail on the 18 data sets. Figures in parentheses
show 95% CI.
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As shown in Figure 4, not counting the special case of data set 16 for which there were

no true positives, W2 sensitivity ranged from a low of 0.24 for Dengue fever in Brazil (data

set 12) to a high of 1.0 for Influenza in Bangladesh (data set 18). PPV for W2 ranged from

a low of 0.21 for Yellow fever in Argentina (data set 8) to highs of 1.0 for Dengue fever in

Brazil (data set 12) and 0.94 Influenza in Egypt (data set 10).

Several other interesting trends are shown by the results in Figure 4. As expected the

F-statistic and C3 both have strong sensitivity (0.80, 0.78) compared to C2 and W2 (0.73,

0.72). However both the F-statistic and EWMA suffered relatively low PPV (0.45, 0.47).

These are likewise reflected in the mean number of alerts/100 days. Of the five methods

C2 and W2 had the closest mean number of alerts/100 days to the gold standard baseline

for ProMED-mail (4.36). NPV remains uniformly high due to the strong bias in non-alert-

ing days across the data sets.

Outbreak characteristics

Consistent with other data sources, e.g. [22], our results show that there is a tendency

for the longer runs of news reports to adversely affect overall detection performance. As

shown by cross referencing Figures 4 and 5, spike reports such as those we observed for

Cholera in Iraq (data set 5) and Measles in the UK (data set 14) tended to do compara-

tively well compared to gradual slope news events such as Influenza in the USA (data

set 4). In this respect it is interesting to contrast the gradual slope for the Influenza A

(H1N1) pandemic (data set 4) with the many short spikes that we observed for Influenza

A(H5N1) in Egypt (data set 10). Performance by models on the former were uniformly

disappointing due to high numbers of false negatives whilst for the latter were among

the highest of any data set. The initial reason for this would appear to be that the aber-

ration detection algorithms are designed to detect outbreaks on the upward trajectory

of the curve but not on a downwards path when the outbreak numbers are decaying.

This explanation though is not completely satisfactory and hides two other important

factors - location granularity and reporting policy - which we discuss below.

Figure 3 Proportion of alerts by day of week. Mean news alert counts for the 5 methods are shown on
the y-axis (n = 2084 including dengue, n = 1948 excluding dengue) together with ProMED-mail posting
counts (n = 287 including dengue, n = 246 excluding dengue) stratified by day of week on the x-axis.
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The negative outbreak of Yellow Fever in Senegal (data set 16) proved challenging

for all of the algorithms. Several small spikes of mentions were found in the news that

related Senegal to Yellow Fever; however the relationship was actually a false one dur-

ing the observation period with ‘Senegal’ being the location of a WHO reference

laboratory whilst the actual outbreak took place elsewhere in other parts of Africa.

This illustrates the necessity for GHIS to have a precise understanding of the relation-

ship between disease and location in text.

Missing data

Sinks are sudden drops in the daily document count to zero and then a sudden rise

again. Like the one we observed for Ebola in Congo (Figure 5) these are often traceable

to day of week effects. For example, the drop on 27th and 28th December 2008 and on

the 3rd and 4th of January 2009 both occur on weekend days. Similarly, the drops for

Influenza reports in the USA (Figure 2) on the 26th April, 3rd and 10th May 2009 all

occurred on Sundays. This raises the question for how to compensate for this effect in

future work.

Data filtering

Our decision to purge the daily counts of low frequency reports appeared to pay off.

Overall F1 performance is increased by approximately 1 to 1.5 (data not shown) when

we removed document counts of 1 or 2 (but not 3 or higher) from the system. On

examination we found that singleton reports can often be reassurances that the situa-

tion is under control or simple updates on preventative measures that are taking place.

Figure 4 Sensitivity, specificity and PPV for each alerting method across the 18 data sets. The y-axis
shows sensitivity, specificity and PPV respectively for alerting methods. Data sets are shown on the x-axis.
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Discussion
Whilst the aggregated results indicate the optimal choice of alerting algorithm, a more

fulfilling understanding emerges from a drill down inspection into the data.

Extended outbreaks

As we noted earlier, all of the detection methods we used look for alerts when news

report coverage is increasing. On the downward slope of gradual outbreaks there are

normally no alerts generated by the models. We observed that in many cases though

that ProMED-mail continued to send postings during such periods and the true positive

rate for most algorithms decreased, impacting on PPV. There are two points to observe

here:

(a) Country level modeling hampered us during ongoing outbreak monitoring as

seen in gradual slope reporting. True alerts are often generated whenever a first

case of a disease appears in a province or other sub-country unit of health jurisdic-

tion. Without considering this level of granularity the automatic alerting systems

will be blind to these types of aberrations, i.e. all news will appear part of a single

distribution. This raises the question, would a lower granularity model of location

perform better?

(b) ProMED-mail reporting policy seemed to adjust between the outbreak detection

and outbreak tracking stages of some epidemics. For example, in an outbreak

Figure 5 Characteristic shapes of outbreak news. The y-axis shows the number of BioCaster news
reports against time on the x-axis. Characteristic shapes include spikes (sudden increases in reportage
followed by sudden decreases), sinks (a sudden decrease followed by a sudden increase) and slopes
(gradually increases followed by gradual decreases).
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tracking mode, distinctions between suspected and confirmed cases or between liv-

ing cases and fatalities become relatively more important. During the A(H1N1)

Influenza outbreak in the USA (data set 4) we observed that ProMED-mail

included reports that focused on providing information to assess the potential

longer term impact of the agent. Similarly, dengue postings from ProMED-mail are

sometimes summaries of situations that could have started weeks or months before

and are still ongoing. This weakens one assumption in our gold standard which is

that initial ProMED-mail postings will be generated within a week of news (if any)

on the outbreak (see the section on Gold standard data). Any alerts the system

makes outside of the 7 day window, which may be valid, are counted as negatives.

This may explain why the results for dengue in data sets 12 and 13 have compara-

tively low sensitivity.

Extended gradual outbreaks on the ground cause difficulties in other ways too, as we

saw in the Yellow Fever outbreak in Brazil (data set 3). In cases like this, the true time

frame for outbreak alerts appears to have a large margin for uncertainty. On analysis

we found that the system alerts generated for Yellow Fever between August 6th-8th

2008 appeared to be reasonable according to our case definition but there was no cor-

responding report on ProMED-mail for South America. The spike was generated by

reports from European Media Monitor alerts, the Canadian Press, the CDC and health-

news.com on warnings to travelers about Yellow Fever in Brazil. Many of these could

be traced back to a Brazilian health ministry alert to reinforce recommendations for

Yellow Fever vaccination among travelers to areas where the disease regularly occurs.

It is difficult to know for sure if this was connected to an ongoing outbreak, the subse-

quent outbreak alerts from November onwards or to the earlier outbreak alerts in July.

The cluster of reports though from at least three official sources does indicate heigh-

tened awareness of the situation in the region.

Non-alerting events

Other spike reports from the system are more clearly false positives and show areas

where we must improve the level of textual understanding. A Yellow Fever spike for

Brazil on September 4th came from a story about the procurement of vaccines by

Guyana from Brazil. Similarly a spike of reports on Dengue for Indonesia occurred

around 7th May 2009 when the Jakarta Post newspaper seems to have run several stor-

ies on Dengue fever at the peak of the regular Dengue season. This accompanied the

first fatality from Dengue in the capital and a campaign by the Governor of Jakarta to

improve environmental cleanliness. The reported stories though all seem to have come

against a background of recent unusually high numbers of Dengue cases. In this case it

complicated the task of differentiating between a prevention campaign and an

outbreak.

Differential classification of borderline media reports such as those that focus mainly

on control campaigns has been strengthened in our previous studies [15] by trying to

focus the initial stage of topic classification on more dominant concept roles in the

outbreak event such as infected individuals or groups or the status of chemicals as

drugs. This line of research - i.e. focusing on the status of victims in the report - could

be strengthened further for example by excluding or down weighting sentences that do
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not contain the victim role or related concepts such as their health status or the social

reactions of at risk groups. Further improvements might be seen downstream at the

alerting stage by improving extending the baseline period for the background model.

Border regions

An interesting case study we observed occurred around 6th January 2009 when a spike

of news showed activity for Yellow Fever in Brazil several days in advance of a

ProMED-mail alert. Local English language reports appeared about the deaths of two

jungle workers in a border region between Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay occurring

simultaneously with dead monkeys. At this stage sanitary authorities in the area were

already conducting tests. ProMED-mail reported an alert under Argentina at this time

and under Brazil a few days later. This raises the need to consider alerting at the

multi-country level when provinces in neighbouring countries have cases.

Confusion arose within our system with a report on 30th March and 2nd June 2009

when ProMED-mail listed North Dinajpur in “West Bengal” as being the site of a bird

cull to prevent A(H5N1) influenza. The Dinajpur area straddles India and neighboring

Bangladesh. In this case the BioCaster system did not assign significance to “North” as

part of the official name which caused the locale to be registered as Bangladesh in our

system.

Reporting bias

As we noted in the introduction there may be an inherent bias in how likely an event

on a given topic is to be reported. These are however possibly the most difficult effects

to compensate for and were not quantified here as we felt an in-depth treatment was

beyond the scope of the present study. Surveys such as [30] shed light on this area by

showing that news organizations tend to cover some events more fully than others,

reflecting events that impact on the readership audience or which are highly disruptive

or unexpected. The number of local news organizations differs among countries as

does the allocation of reporters from international news agencies. The latter tends to

be biased according to those that have cultural and economic links to the home coun-

try lending increased coverage to countries such as the United States.

The study we present here for system alerts on English language news needs to be

extended in the future to qualitatively compare alerting accuracy in countries where

the main media language was a major world language that was not English (e.g. Brazil,

Russia, China). Anecdotally, we observed for example that the Dengue epidemic that

occurred in Ceara Brazil around July-September 2008 went unreported by our system

perhaps because at that time we did not have a Portuguese capability. The early stages

of the 2009 A(H1N1) influenza pandemic in Mexico also went unreported by our sys-

tem until April 21st. Again, this is because we lacked Spanish language coverage. Both

Portuguese and Spanish have now been added.

By comparing Table 1 to Figure 4, it is worth noting that we could not find any obvious

linkage between alerting F1 value and the Internet penetration in each of the countries

studied. This most likely reflects a bias in the BioCaster media coverage at the time of the

study towards reports from international agencies for country-level modeling. We can

speculate that the relationship between Internet penetration and alerting accuracy might

become apparent at province level modeling or when collecting health intelligence data
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from blogs. Coverage of localized sources also becomes more critical for other proxy

methods such as measuring user query activity [31].

Conclusions
Web-based health news has the potential to enhance manual analytical methods by

increasing throughput, timeliness and detection rates. The relationship between news

counts and actual numbers of cases is a complex one and cannot at this stage be

assumed as simply proportional due to the factors we have discussed. Raw news counts

tend to reflect the degree of concern felt by the reader population which may not

always be the population at risk. Systematic evaluation of health news aberrations are

therefore necessary (a) to help improve our understanding of this relationship, (b) to

distinguish the best performing algorithms and features and, (c) to highlight challenge

areas ahead for textual understanding. Increased transparency in evaluation will like-

wise benefit both users and system developers.

In this article we have shown the performance of five widely used detection algo-

rithms on an open baseline. Through BioCaster’s data, we have demonstrated global

surveillance capability but one with interesting variations in performance. When maxi-

mizing sensitivity and PPV, the W2 algorithm outperformed four other methods, but

we observed wide variations among models across individual epidemics due to com-

plex underlying limitations and assumptions such as the geographic level on which we

model data, reporting bias at the country and language level and the case definition of

an alert. Future research is needed to help decide on the best denominators for nor-

malizing news counts such as population numbers or news volume stratified by

regions.

In the future we intend to explore the underlying limitations of performing geotem-

poral classification at lower levels of granularity. The challenge here is that this will

exacerbate data sparseness and lead to a more fragmented distribution of features. In

order to extend the volume of features we have available to us we have already taken

steps to increase the number of news sources from nearly 1700 to over 20,000 by out-

sourcing data gathering to a commercial news aggregation company.

Given the data characteristics we have observed so far, a robust solution to detect-

ing the initial very small numbers of news reports at the front of an epidemic wave is

unlikely to come only from counting disease-country relations. Just as with human

analysts, what is required is rather to employ a deeper understanding of other rela-

tions inside and outside the news report (e.g. public health, social and economic

responses to events) as well as integration with other signal sources (e.g. climatic

data) to make sense of more detailed contextual signals. This will also form part of

our future investigation.
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